
From: "C.K.Mathivanan" <ckmbsnl@gmail.com> 
Date: 15 October 2017 at 2:54:20 PM IST 
To: Nfte Chq <csingh465@gmail.com> 
Subject: Your concluding speech on 13-10-17 at Vijayawada in the recently held NEC 
meeting at Vijayawada- reg 

Dear Comrade Chandeswar Singh,  
 
I could not be present in the concluding session of our NEC meeting held In Vijayawada on the 
evening of 13-10-17 due to compelling domestic reasons. But I was informed of your speech 
there in which you did not answered a single question or criticism I raised during my speech on 
12-10-17 afternoon on the organisational or issues pertaining to the welfare of employees. Rather 
it seems you have utilised that opportunity to abuse me personally and hurl false allegations 
against me when I was not physically present there to hear them. Still I expect from you 
necessary explanation for all those points I raised in the proper Forum of our union. You also 
owe to reply to my points. At least now please answer my queries. 
 
1. In which Forum of our union the decision to hold the forthcoming All India conference was 
taken? The last NEC meeting held in Kozhikode did not take any decision about holding the AIC  
Is it proper and constitutional to take decisions on holding the next AIC in a Circle Executive 
meeting keeping the National Executive Committee in darkness?. 
 
2. When tender was floated in June 2017 to outsource nearly 3000 CSCs of BSNL and the works 
of Fault booking and clearance of faults why you kept silent for so many months and did not 
oppose that ill advised decision of Management and did nothing to oppose/Stop it ?. 
 
3. Why you have written a letter to the management requesting to transfer 50 vacancies of 
Telecom Technician from Chennai Telephones circle to STR without consulting or informing the 
Chennai Telephones Circle Union? You have falsely written to the management that in STR 
employees are waiting for 14 years after training to get Telecom Technician cadre promotion 
even though they were given several opportunities to get TT promotion?. 
 
I hope you will answer to my points at least now. 
 
With regard to your insinuations against the NFTCL ( National Federation of Telecom Contract 
Labourers) I wish to clarify the following facts so that you stop your false propaganda on 
NFTCL: 
1. The Contract Labourers Federation was formed in 2013 and registered with the Registrar of 
Trade Unions as per the directions and written instructions of Com. G. L.Dhar , who was the 
Secretary of Trade Union department of CPI. 
 
2. There is nothing wrong in Chennai as The Headquarters of NFTCL as its General Secretary is 
permanently stationed there. Similarly many unions in BSNL like TEPU/ PEWA / BSNLDEU 
and many others are not having their Headquarters in Newdelhi. 
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3. NFTCL needs no one's approval or permission to function as it is an independent Federation 
of Telecom Contract Labourers in the whole of India and like NFTE-BSNL it is also not 
affiliated to any central trade union. 
  
4. NFTCL will always support and function only as a friendly organisation to NFTE-BSNL. It 
will never ever create any difficulty or Division in NFTE- BSNL. 
Finally I request you to maintain the decorum and respectability of the post you hold now in 
NFTE which was held in the past by veterans like Comrades O. P. Gupta and M. B. Vichare . I 
also humbly appeal to you to notify well in advance through union journal the number of 
delegates/ visitors allowed for each Circle to the forthcoming AIC in Punjab during March/2018 
as you have already declared at the Vijayawada NEC meeting on 13-10-17 that only limited 
number of delegates/ visitors will be allowed to participate in the next AIC as per the 
membership ( as per Union's Constitution) . 
 It will enable us to book railway reservations in time as we have to travel for a long distance. 
 
Thanking you, 
  
With regards, 
 
 
C.K. Mathivanan, 
  
Circle Secretary/ 
Chennai Telephones. 
NFTE-BSNL. 
15-10-17. 
 
To 
  
The General Secretary. 
NFTE-BSNL. 
Newdelhi-1. 
Sent from my iPhon 
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